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Walkthrough

nmap-scan 

Open ports





Story 
You have managed to enter the internal network of WindCorp and are looking for their crown jewels. 
You have found their shiny new Domain Controller, and if you can own that, you are the master of 
their network.
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Nikto 
Port 80: Nothing to gain there


Dirbuster 
Nothing much found fuzzing
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Browsing website, shows us a company portal 





The "Reset password" button is interesting. But it doesn't open. It points to a hostname
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Adding hostname to hosts file. Not helping much as of now.





Further down, we see this 



There are something interesting to be noted about employees pictures at the bottom.




Every image seems to have the name built up like a username. Firstname+2letters from last name.

Except lily. lilyle AND Sparky... Gives us an idea.
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Testing idea.




Score!




We have a user. lilyle password ChangeMe#1234. Time to do some enum on the Windows services, 
now that we are authenticated. There are a LOT of users. (4760 to be exact).


Andreas Finstad
Redacted

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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The password policy tells us we can forget any kind of bruteforcing/dictionary attacks.




We have used Crackmapexec here for enumeration.


Browsing the shares we can access, gives us the first flag. Plus some other binaries.




cat 'Flag 1.txt'

THM{466d52dc75a277d6c3f6c6fcbc716d6b62420f48}


This should make us curious. A presence display of IT support-staff. Users are logging on and off all 
the time, but one is always logged on. There is also a link to the Openfire chat client down to the left.





Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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The link, taking us to download page for a IM client named Spark, combined with the binaries in the 
shared also named spark 2_8_3* should tell us it is important.





We download and start the client. Log on as the user we have found. lilyle 

Then we do a search for the user apparently always logged on. Buse Candan
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0-day 
A little about the idea here. Zoom has got a lot of grief lately. One of the vulnerabilities, was a url-
handler that also made UNC paths to clickable links.

 
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/04/unpatched-zoom-bug-lets-attackers-steal-
windows-credentials-with-no-warning/


Wanting to recreate the vulnerability but with other software as Zoom needs Internet access, we 
started trying out IM-servers. Didn't take long finding one with this kind of vulnerability. 


Openfire  




Their plugin in the IM client named ROAR (not enabled by default), which pops up displaying 
incoming messages automatically, was even more vulnerable. It parses HTML. It is also widely used.


So. This is 0-day vulnerability, as we discovered it in the creation of the box.  

This will make it harder, but at the same time we think users will, with Zoom freshly in mind, test out 
injection.


Anyway. Reporting it now, so it probably is common known by the time this box goes live, if you wish 
to use it, that is.


https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/04/unpatched-zoom-bug-lets-attackers-steal-windows-credentials-with-no-warning/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/04/unpatched-zoom-bug-lets-attackers-steal-windows-credentials-with-no-warning/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/04/unpatched-zoom-bug-lets-attackers-steal-windows-credentials-with-no-warning/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/04/unpatched-zoom-bug-lets-attackers-steal-windows-credentials-with-no-warning/
Andreas Finstad

Andreas Finstad
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We start up responder and send a HTML injection.




We are rewarded with a hash.

John next. Literally a second after starting, we have the password.




Buse is one of the IT staff. He must surely have some more access.

Andreas Finstad
Redacted

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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As the server is not running SSH, but there is an alternative, WinRM on port 5985. WinRM is used for 
PowerShell remoting, where an authenticated user can access the server and submit commands. 
Using the evil-winrm tool, we can access the server semi-interactively.

When we browse around the directories of this user, we find the second flag on the desktop:

THM{6f690fc72b9ae8dc25a24a104ed804ad06c7c9b1}

As this user is part of the IT group, he may have more privileges than a regular user:

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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As we can see, the user is part of the WINDCORP\IT group.

Using the Import-Module ActiveDirectory we can use PowerShell to find out more about this user.
Calling the ‘Get-ADGroupMembership IT’ cmdlet we get the groups the IT group is a member of, and 
we see the user is part of the Account Operators group:

Account operators are allowed to change the password of other users, however, only if those users 
don’t have special privileges. So, although Viviana Muller is member of Domain Admins:

We cannot change her password:

We need to find another way.
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Interesting script found in c:\scripts 
This seems to check hosts availability and report to Brittany Cruz by e-mail.

It is ReadOnly to us, but that gives us some information to work with.
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The file is located in brittanycr's Home directory. Maybe we can change her password?

Yes we can!
If we analyse the checkservers.ps1 script in more detail, we see that the entries in C:
\Users\brittanycr\hosts.txt may be vulnerable to command injection.
We cannot run as user brittanycr from our evil-winrm session, as she has no privileges to run over 
winrm. However, all user directories have been made available as shares (a bad thing to do on a DC, 
as you probably now realise!). Mapping her share, using the password we reset, we can now 
overwrite the hosts.txt file with a reverse shell:

This will start a reverse shell to our attack machine, once the scheduled task will run and give us 
access with SYSTEM privileges. This gives us enough privileges to read the third and final flag.

Hope you enjoyed this as much as we did when building it, @theart42 and @4nqr34z

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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